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  This project aims to engage people with the natural world and the outdoors through making with natural materials. Working 
with children through the Woodcraft Folk and also Ditchling Museum of Arts and Craft, I realised that children get to make 
things less than ever, and know less about the outdoors than ever. Seeing how much they enjoyed the workshops at Woodcraft, 
and how much improved their behaviour and relationships were generally in the environment of camp inspired me to start the 
project. I started with three main materials; nettles, birch bark, and amadou. I wanted the materials to be a mixture of familiar, 
like the plant nettle, made unfamiliar and new. I investigated their material properties thoroughly and came up with five ideas 
for objects and kits that could be made in workshops. These were nettle string, a sewing kit, a stamp kit, bowls and paintbrush-
es. 

  I was inspired by my background of experience camping and making in a communal setting, and was thinking about ideas 
of taking your mind away from the everyday rush, what effect making can have on humans as explored in books such as ‘The 
Craftsman’ by Richard Sennett and The Textility of Making by Tim Ingold. These authors are both anthropologists who seem 
to have come through their work to writing about making and community. I also read non-academic prose essays about the 
landscape by Robert MacFarlane and Nan Shepherd, which captured my imagination through theit vivid descriptions of the 
landscape. Shepherd’s descriptions of moving your viewpoint within a static landscape are a great example of how being outside 
is so immersive it changes your internal viewpoints as well - that “this changing of focus in the eye, moving the eye itself when 
looking at things that do not move, deepens one’s sense of outer reality.”1 

1Nan Shepherd, The Living Mountain, 1977























  I made the sewing kit for the Bloomstein’s Silver Project. I got 10g of scrap silver to learn processes with in the one day pro-
ject, then got 35g to keep for the main project which enabled me to make two reel brooches, a silver thimble and three silver 
needles. The idea was to be able to attach the reel of thread to your person and solve the problem of knocking it over or mis-
placing it while you work. I had been sewing with my bowls using nettle thread and interested in embroidery. The idea of a 

workshop of dewing with natural dyed fibres would be a good one for Ditchling museum. After I made the silver pieces I made a 
pouch out of the nettle felt to go with them. 



Stitches



Felting nettle fibres





Silver project - one day experimentation



Making the reel brooch



Making the silver thimble



Pieces in exhibiton with statement



Pieces in useFelt shop, Munich





Making the pouch





  I was really happy with how the metalwork went considering I hadn’t done any for a while and it was the first thing I have 
made out of silver, which I found quite different to work with compared to copper. I also have not made jewellery before, having 
had no particular reason to make any. However I like the idea of carrying a kit attached to you so would like to expand on this 
in the future. If I made more of the brooches I would find a better way of making brooch backs as although the way I did works I 
am not sure how long it will last.







  These bowls combine nettle thread, bark, and in some cases wood. They are easily adaptable to different skill levels for 
different workshops by changing the method of fastening pieces of bark together, so could be made in adults or children’s 
workshops. I started developing them with small paper model, then made stitched and riveted bowls. These bowls rocked so I 
had the idea to make wooden bases, which I turned on the lathe. Then I sewed the bark sides and bottom on using nettle 
fibres.



Bark samples and rivet bark bowls



Huge baskets of cane and birch bark at the Schmuck event, Munich



Bowl turning in wood



Wooden bowls in Munich



Birch Bark fishing weight pouch from the Hunting Museum, Munich









  I am pleased with the level I learned bowl turning to, and I think the rims as a piece have potential for more objects and 
sculptural pieces maybe too. The bowls were the most difficult to make as it was hard to get the pieces to fit together exactly 

enough.





The first thing I learnt to make from nettles was a version of this string made straight from frest nettles. The version I make 
now is made from dried nettle skins and is surprisingly strong. I have also made nets with it, I feel its potential uses are 

endless. 



Making string by hand



  Illustrations from Ashley’s Book of Knots and Diderot’s Encyclopedie, and a tradi-
tional fishing net from the Hunting Museum, Munich



Nets and net-making equipment in the Hunting Museum, Munich. Nettle weaving 
and net.







  I feel pleased with having made as much string as I have, I feel like it could actually be useful now. The colour dulls from 
green as the chlorophyll in them deteriorates but it remains strong. I think this will be a good workshop especially if we use the 
string for something in the camp at Woodcraft, like laying a trail of some sort or marking boundaries of a game. We could make 
jewellery out of it or friendships bracelets. The only thing to be careful about is that where you join new pieces in the string can 
sometimes be weaker.





I made the stamp kit after realising that the birch bark could be carved into like linoleum for printing. I liked the idea of the 
objective being to make something that you can create images with, and also possibly personal seals, and the repeatability of 
prints of all sorts. This gives potential for people to have their own as well as contributing to larger collections or posters and 

usimg them multiple times.









  I liked the fact that this project allowed personalisation so much, as participants in the workshop could put any design they 
like on the stamp. This personalisation engages people more than making something that looks the same as other people’s too 
much as they feel more ownership over what they have made through the image which is their own idea. For my own designs 
I tried to make abstracted logos of the processes I had been using. 





When I made the stamp kit I was thinking of having a whole art set. However I ended up sticking with just the paintbrushes as 
something that was good to make with the nettle fibres, to show them as they come out of the stem. At first I thought I would 

have a wooden handle but then I had the idea to make the handle from nettle skins and have them continue to the brush head 
where they would fray into the fine inner fibres. I made a workshop from a simpler way of making paintbrushes out of a stick of 

willow and other found materials like grass, which I ran with my woodcraft group, having approximately 6 children doing the 
activity at a time so doing it three times in the evening session. 



These were the first paintbrushes, turned on a lathe, then 
drilled, then fitted with various bristles - twigs, wool, human 
hair and bits of dead nettle. However they looked quite 
machined and barely used any of the materials so I knew I 
needed to make them differently.



WHittled
Brushes outside a shop in Munich



Japanese Brushes made from hemp and rice straw from the book Japanese Brushes by Masao Usui





Making Ground - Anne-Marie O’Sullivan and Elaine Bolt



Paintbrush making workshop with Sunrise Pioneers, Central Brighton and Hove Woodcraft Folk







1. Collect steel shavings from the drill. 
Alternatively get some steel wool or a 
steel scouring pad and pull some off.
2. Rip open a couple of tea bags and add 
to the mixture.
3. Add vinegar and water.
4. Heat it on the cooker, stirring every 
now and again.
5. Test the ink on paper. Repeat this often 
until you are satisfied with it.
6. Remove fron the heat, cool and strain 
off the solid ingredients.
6. Funnel into a bottle or other container.

Testing an ink recipe using steel shavings, black tea, and vinegar



  I was eventually happy with the making of the paintbrushes after 
thinking for a long time about how to do it in a simple but effective way. It is not the usual way of making a paintbrush you see 

in most art shops with separate handle and bristles which I think helps make it more 
interesting.





Reflections on the project

  I am pleased with how the projects turned out, and with how much I have learned overall about my chosen 
materials and processes, considering that I was largely without technical assistance apart from in wood and 

light metal for the bowl bases and silver work. The only thing about the materials is that I did not manage to 
finalise the  amadou and this was due to a lack of information. I feel that if I had enough time I could make it 

better but experimenting would take a lot of time.

  I also feel proud that I ran a workshop on my own and pleased that rthe children enjoyed being shown some-
thing new. I feel that I will be able to repeat this with different activities another time.

  I fully immersed myself in drawing again for this project which I found rewarding, but I did end up spending 
a long time on it when I could have been making things. I will have to wait for the degree show to assess the 

impact my work has on people who are not my peers but I hope that they will be intrigued and inspired.




